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A comfortable
shaped bar with
added control for
any sportive
riders
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GENETIC DROVE BAR & STV STEM

£29.99/£49.99 › Affordable gravel bar and stem

THE IDEA BEHIND A ‘GRAVEL’ bar is that the
on some super-flared bars the hood angle can
drop is flared outwards from the top to give a
get a bit too much.
wider hold, giving you more clearance when
The added width certainly feels good when
down in the drops and adding more in the way
you’re descending and the bar does a decent job
of control. Think of it as crossing a mountain
of reducing buzz over coarse surfaces. At 329g
bike bar with a traditional road bar and you
for a 44cm item the Drove is a decent weight,
won’t be far off.
certainly lighter than most bars found at the
Genetic Bikes’ Drove is made from butted
budget end.
6061 T6 alloy, which is nicely finished with a
The STV stem is real quality; the hollow forged
roughened shot-peened finish and satin black
7075 alloy body is beautifully finished and all
anodised sections. The tidy laser-etched logos
of the hardware is stainless steel. Our 100mm
also help it look like a bar far grander than its
stem weighs 118g, which is one of the lightest
£30 price tag would suggest. The
alloy stems around, at any price. The
underside is also grooved to hide
minimal faceplate is forged in one
cables and disc brake hoses.
piece and all of the edges are neatly
HIGHS
On the bike our 44cm-wide bar
rounded and smoothed so no sharp
Nicely shaped bar,
flares out to over 49cm at the drops
edges to cut into your steerer or bar.
not too extreme
(49.6cm), not quite as extreme as
Putting both together is an
and a quality stem
the likes of Ritchey’s Venturemax
excellent upgrade for an all-road
LOWS
or Salsa’s Woodchipper, but still a
or sportive bike. The bar is great
Nothing much to
welcome widening that keeps the
for the money and the stem is a cut
fault at this price
hoods in a near-upright position –
above anything else under £50.
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RITCHEY WCS
VENTUREMAX £84.99
The super-wide flare on
the Venturemax means
that the 44cm-wide-atthe-hoods bar sweeps
out at 24 degrees. When
down in this short and
shallow drop (76mm
reach), these flare out to
54cm, which is mountain
bike-wide. Ritchey has
added a six-degree sweep
backwards so even with
the extreme width you
never feel stretched when
down in the drops. The
quality is top notch and
ride control is brilliant.

JOYSTICK ANALOG
BAR TAPE £31.99
Combining the best
damping qualities of
silicone-based tapes
with a new highlydurable compound,
Joystick claims this
tape will last and last.
It’s available in seven
colours, including two
fluoros, and you’ll see
it being used by Team
Dimension Data.

IN THE GENES
GENETIC DIGEST
£39.99

ONE FOR ALL
ON-ONE MIDGE
£24.99

MUD LOVER
ALPKIT LOVE MUD
BOMBER £25

Genetic’s 7050
aluminium bar, with
a 76mm reach and
a shallow 110mm
drop, also features a
wide 21-degree flare.
Weighing 275g for a
44cm bar, the Digest
offers decent low weight
at a good price.

On-One’s one size
fits all approach means
a top section that’s a
narrow 375mm with a
super-wide 554mm at
the end of the flared
drops. Built from
tough 6061 aluminium
this budget bar tips the
scales at 277g.

This super-cheap bar
is built from 6061
aluminium, and weighs
280g. It features a
120mm drop and a
short 70mm reach. It’s
only available in one
size, which measures
up at 560mm at
the drops.

